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1 Introduction 
 

Many languages use overt morphology to mark register, that is, roughly speaking, the level of 

formality versus familiarity conveyed by an utterance. East Asian languages like Japanese and Korean, for 

example, make use of honorifics that take either individuals or entire propositions as their arguments and 

express the speaker’s attitude towards the given argument (Potts & Kawahara, 2004). Other languages like 

Spanish, German, Hindi, and archaic forms of English, reserve separate lexical items for the formal and 

informal versions of second-person pronouns, which express the level of familiarity between speaker and 

interlocutor(s), as well as their relationship in terms of social hierarchy. The existence of elements like 

these suggests that there is not just a cultural but a linguistic dimension to the phenomenon of register, 

raising the question of how such non-truth-conditional meaning as this is to be represented in the 

grammar.  

 The particular phenomenon examined in this paper is the availability of not just two, but three 

separate forms of the second person singular in Chilean Spanish, shown below from least to most formal, 

with their corresponding present tense verbal inflections.  

 
 (1) pronoun PRES verbal  inflection  

 
 vos -ís 

 

 tú -s 
 usted -ø (syncretic with 3ps) 

 
 Each form carries its own verbal agreement, which in the case of usted is syncretic with the third 

person singular. (Other systems, such as German, give the formal pronoun an inflection that is syncretic 

with third-person plural.) This indicates that there is a syntactic component to their distinctions, as well as 

a semantic one. My goal here is to focus on the semantic side, proposing denotations for vos, tú, and usted 

that will account for their differing pragmatic uses despite the fact that their descriptive meaning is the 

same: second person singular. I use the framework originally proposed by Potts in his 2004 dissertation to 

account for what he calls expressives, which basically include those items that express something like the 

speaker’s attitude towards the situation or interlocutor, such as fucking, damn, and honorifics like those 
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found in Japanese and Korean. 

 The organization of the paper is as follows: I begin with an overview of the pragmatic uses of vos, tú, 

and usted and show how the distinction between them matches Potts’ description of expressive meaning. I 

then present an overview of Potts’ framework for capturing expressive meaning and his approach to the 

two-way distinction found in German second-person singular pronouns. Next, I extend this same approach, 

with a few changes, to the three-way distinction found in Chilean Spanish. Finally, I point out a few 

predictions that this analysis makes, and lay out a very tentative path for pursuing the problem in a 

different manner that a) does not involve the option of gradable levels of formality and b) may provide a 

more transparent mapping between the syntactic and semantic dimensions. 

2 Pragmatic uses of vos, tú, and usted 
 

The distinction between vos, tú, and usted is in their use, rather than in their descriptive meaning. 

Their use is governed by two factors: intimacy and hierarchy. In relations between social equals, use of the 

formal usted is indicative of a non-intimate relationship, such as between coworkers, while tú and vos are 

used within intimate relationships, such as between friends and siblings (Torejón 1991). Unlike usted, tú 

and vos can mix freely with each other in conversation, as shown in the following example from the Miller-

Schmitt corpus1: 

 
(2) Ponte tú si salís a   las ocho … 
 suppose-TU TU if go.out-VOS at eight … 
 “Supposing you go out at eight…” 

Additionally, the proportion between them at any given point is roughly indicative of the level of 

intimacy that the speaker feels towards the interlocutor at that time. The greater the proportion of vos to 

tú, the closer the speaker and interlocutor are (Karen Miller, personal communication). 

In relationships that span hierarchical boundaries, however, such as those between bosses and 

their underlings, or between generations, the social inferior is required to use usted, while the social 

superior normally uses either tú or vos, depending on whether he or she is a member of the upper class or 

the lower class, respectively.  Additionally, the social superior has the option of using usted (Torejón no sé 

qué). 

Finally, in a corpus study on radio program speech, Riviadeneria and Clua (2011) found that 

sociolinguistic factors also influence the proportion of vos to tú, including region (the central region has the 

                                                        
1 The reason that vos does not appear overtly in this example is because of pro-drop. In adult speech, pro-drop occurs 
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highest incidence of vos), gender (males tend to have higher rates), and age (young adults tend to have 

higher rates). Finally, countrywide, tú was found to be more common than vos.  In this paper, I will not 

attempt to account formally for the socioeconomic meaning attached to these pronouns, or attempt an 

account of the overall dominance of tú over vos. Instead, I will restrict myself to the pronouns’ pragmatic 

meaning, that is, their appropriateness within each type of relationship, and the pragmatic effect of tú/vos 

alternation. 

2.1 Their expressive traits  
Potts (2007) lays out a series of traits that characterize expressive meaning as distinguished from 

descriptive meaning. In this section I show that, while the descriptive meaning of vos, tú, and usted is 

identical, the difference between them displays all the traits of expressive meaning.  

The first characteristic Potts identifies is Independence from descriptive meaning, that is the 

irrelevance of expressive meaning to truth conditions. For example, an assertion employing the second 

person singular will be true under exactly the same circumstances regardless of whether the speaker 

chooses to use vos, tú, or usted. 

 
(3) a. Vos comís. =      b. Tú comes. =      c. Usted come. 
  VOS eat-2psVOS  TU eat-2psTU  UD eat-2psUD 
  “You eat.”  “You eat.”  “You eat.” 

The second trait, Descriptive Ineffability, refers to the difficulty that native speakers have in 

paraphrasing the items under question. The descriptive content of vos, tú, and usted, is of course easily 

paraphrased as something like “the interlocutor,” but it is the difference between them that causes native 

speakers to stumble, resorting in the end descriptions of when and with whom each pronoun should be 

used.   

Thirdly, Immediacy refers to the fact that the meaning of an expressive is in the very act of uttering 

it, rather than in its interaction with other elements in the utterance. For example, the use of vos in a distant 

relationship, is offensive even if the propositional content of the sentence is harmless. Backpedalling from 

such a step is also difficult, as expressive meaning cannot be negated. 

Fourth, Repeatability refers to the strengthening effect that comes from multiple repetitions of the 

same expressives. For example, when a teacher says something like "Learn to use your damn fucking 

computer"2 he is not being redundant in his use of multiple expletives, but merely expressing stronger 

feelings of negativity than a single expletive could convey. This trait is difficult to see in the case of German, 

                                                                                                                                                                                                
as much as 80% of the time (Riviadeneira and Clua 2011). 

2   Alan Munn, Syntax class, Spring 2011. 
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which has only one formal and one informal pronoun. In the case of Chilean Spanish, however, tú and vos 

show repeatability in that their relative proportions track the rising and falling level of intimacy between 

speaker and interlocutor. That is, the more vos is used, the stronger the sense of intimacy. 

Fifth, Nondisplaceability refers to how expressive meaning is not divorceable from the time and 

place in which the utterance takes place. For example, two people who have gradually become close friends 

and are now reminiscing about the early stages of their relationship as mere acquaintances cannot 

felicitously refer to each other as usted, but will continue to use a mixture of tú and vos that is appropriate 

to their current level of intimacy. Similarly, in reported speech, the speaker must use the pronoun that is 

appropriate to the relationship between him/herself and the interlocutor, rather than the relationship 

between the quoted speaker and the interlocutor. For example, a teacher will typically address the father of 

his/her pupils with usted (5a), even when reporting the speech of the child, who typically addresses the 

father with tú or vos (as shown in 5b). 

  
(4) a. [teacher to father] Dice este niño que usted es/#vos erís su padre. 
   says this child that you-UD are/you-VOS are its father 
   “This child says that you (UD/ #VOS) are its father.” 

 
 b. [child to father] Le dije que vos erís / #usted es mi padre. 
   to-him I-said that you-UD are/you-UD are my father 
   “I told him that you (VOS / #UD) are my father.” 
 

Finally, Perspective dependence refers to the fact that expressive meaning is dependent on a 

particular point of view, typically that of the speaker. For example, in (5) the relationship that decides the 

correct pronoun is that which holds between interlocutor and speaker. 

 
3 A formal approach to expressives: Potts (2007) 

 
I will be using the framework of Potts 2007, so let me take a moment to lay out the fundamentals of 

his system, using his denotations for fucking and damn as illustrations, before going on to his treatment of 

the German informal and formal second-person singular pronouns du and Sie and then applying it to the 

Chilean pronouns. 

 

3.1 Outline of the machinery 

In Potts' formal system, expressives directly enter into the type system by means of types that take 

the form 〈σ, ε〉, where σ is any of the normal types we are familiar with and ε is an expressive type. 

Crucially, while there exist functions from normal types to expressive types, there are no functions from 

expressive types to normal types. This mirrors the fact that, while expressives can take individuals and 
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even whole propositions as their arguments, they still maintain their independence from the descriptive 

content of the sentence.  

As for what expressive types actually mean, they are updates to the context, c. The context contains, 

among other things, an expressive context, cε, which is a set of indices of the form 〈a I b〉 that correspond to 

the attitudes held by some judge, a, towards various other people, things, or propositions, b. For example, 

the expressives fucking and damn in “your damn fucking computer” each update the context with an index 

that corresponds to the speaker's attitude toward the computer in question. Potts restricts these intervals 

to anywhere within [-1, 1], where the orientation with respect to zero represents the positivity/negativity 

of the attitude expressed and the width of the interval corresponds inversely to the strength of this 

attitude.  In our example, because the attitude expressed is negative, the whole interval will be located 

somewhere below zero in both cases, and each successive curseword will strengthen that expression by 

narrowing it.  

In Potts’ system, this is how expressives work, generally: each new update must produce and index 

that is at least as narrow as the previous existing update. In this way, Potts formalizes the trait of additivity, 

as well as capturing the fact that positive and negative expressives cannot be felicitously combined to 

express the same person’s attitude towards the same thing. To prevent the same thing from occuring in 

another way, he also adds the commonsense condition that there can exist at most one index 〈a I b〉 for 

every a, b pair. 

Summarizing the two previous paragraphs, we have the following definitions: 
 
 (5)  An expressive type 〈σ, ε〉 is any function from a normal type σ onto an expressive type ε, where: 

  i. ε is a function from contexts into contexts; 
  ii. ε updates the expressive context , cε , which is a set of indices of the form  〈a I b〉 ; 
  iii. ε either adds new indices to cε or replaces preexisting indices; 
 
 (6)  Constraint on updates to the expressive context cε : If ε replaces a preexisting index 〈a I b〉 ∈ cε  

with a new index 〈a I' b〉 ∈ c’ε , then I' is contained in I. 
 
 (7) Expressive consistency: There can be at most one index 〈a I b〉  for any pair a, b. 
 
 (8) There are no functions from expressive types onto normal types. 
 

Crucially, however, when we encounter an expressive of type 〈σ, ε〉, the contextual update 

performed by ε must preserve the descriptive content of σ. In our example, “Learn to use your damn 

fucking computer,” the content of computer must still be available to the rest of the sentence after the 

expressives are done with their bit of contextual work. For this purpose, Potts introduces a new 
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compositional operator • which defines the application of expressives to normal types and which he 

defines as follows:  

 
  (9) where α is of type 〈σ, ε〉 and β is of type σ, 

 ⟦α⟧C • ⟦β⟧C = ⟦β⟧⟦α⟧(⟦β⟧C)(C) 

 Example: ⟦ fucking⟧C • ⟦computer⟧C = ⟦computer⟧⟦ fucking⟧ (⟦computer⟧c) (C)  

 
Thus, when combined with damn, the word computer will continue to denote as usual, except that 

now it will be interpreted with respect to a new context, represented in superscript, in which it is the 

unhappy argument of fucking. The content of this superscript is a function from the old context, c, onto a 

new context, c', in which the index 〈speaker I computer〉 now exists. I will likely be an interval completely 

below zero and probably quite narrow as well, seeing as fucking is a pretty strong expletive. For Potts, 

fucking is stronger than damn, and hence it denotes a narrower interval than does damn, though they are 

both functions from individuals to expressive types: 

 
(10) a. ⟦damn⟧ ∈ D〈e, ε〉 

 b. ⟦damn⟧C = the function f such that f(⟦b⟧C)(c) = c', where 

  i.  c' differs from c at most in that if 〈a I b〉 ∈ cε and 〈a I' b〉 ∈ c'ε  and if I' ≠ I, then I' ∉ cε. ;  

  ii.  the length of I is not more than .5; and 

  iii.  I is contained in the interval [-1, 0] 

 

(11) a. ⟦ fucking⟧ ∈D〈e, ε〉 

 b. ⟦ fucking⟧C = the function f such that f(⟦b⟧C)(c) = c', where 

  i.  c' differs from c at most in that if 〈a I b〉 ∈ cε and 〈a I' b〉 ∈ c'ε  and if I' ≠ I, then I' ∉ cε ; 

  ii. the length of I is not more than .2; and 

  iii. I is contained in the interval [-1, 0] 

 
In most cases, a is the speaker, but Potts leaves room for fucking and damn to be shifted away from 

the speaker's perspective and onto someone else. Because, to my knowledge, this is not possible with 

second-person pronouns, I will simply assume that a is always the speaker.   

What is interesting about these denotations is that they do not specify exactly how the interval 〈a I 

b〉 is to be updated. For example, they do not specify how much narrower I' must be with respect to I, nor 

which end of the old interval I' is closer to. Presumably there should be no numerical restrictions on how 
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much narrowing must happen during any particular update, as updates are potentially infinite in number. 

However, the relative orientation of each new update with respect to the old interval is potentially quite 

important, as it may result in a new interval whose midpoint is either closer to or farther away from zero. I 

will exploit this little loophole in my account of the fact that tú/vos alternation seems to shift the index of 

familiarity up or down over the course of the conversation. But first, let me examine Potts' approach to the 

case of German, which has only a two-way distinction, as it is simpler, and yet even here I believe there are 

some minor changes to be made. 

 

3.2 The case of German du and Sie 

Second-person pronouns have an expressive component, as I illustrated in section 2.1, but the 

attitudes they express cannot rightly be considered "positive" versus "negative," as they are merely 

appropriate or inappropriate depending on the situation.  In recognition of this fact, Potts introduces two 

new types of index, a formality index,†, manipulated by the formal feature on the pronoun Sie and a 

familiarity index, ℓ, manipulated by the informal feature on the pronoun du. The denotations of these two 

features follow3: 

 
(12)  a. ⟦FORMAL⟧ ∈D〈e, ε〉 and 

  b. ⟦FORMAL(b)⟧C = c', where 

   i. b = ⟦you⟧C  
   ii.  〈a † b〉 ∈ c'ε  
 
(13)  a. ⟦FAMILIAR⟧ ∈D〈e, ε〉 and 

  b. ⟦FAMILIAR(b)⟧ C = c', where  

   i. b = ⟦you⟧C  
   ii.  〈a ℓ b〉 ∈ c'ε  
 

Why two separate indices † and ℓ? This is how Potts accounts for the fact that du and Sie cannot 

appear in the same utterance.  An utterance that employs both du and Sie will introduce two separate 

indices to the expressive context for the same speaker-interlocutor pair and will thus be ruled out by 

Expressive Consistency.  

There is another way in which these indices , † and ℓ, are different from I above: they are not gradable 

intervals, but two discrete objects. Potts justifies this approach by arguing:  

                                                        
3  Again, a is usually the speaker.  
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"It seems clear that these expressive indices are different from the infinitely variable ones 
proposed above: there is only a binary distinction here, and, moreover, it doesn’t correlate 
with, for example, one’s use of expressive modifiers" (pg. 192).  
 
That may be true for German, but it is far less clear for a case like Chilean Spanish with its real-time 

manipulation of the expressive familiarity between speaker and interlocutor by means of tú/vos 

alternation.  

  

3.3 Two problems 

The question of gradability aside, however, there are a couple problems with separating the 

expressive indices of du and Sie into † and ℓ. 

First, it is not strictly necessary. If we assume that formality is not a unary object, but a binary 

parameter, then we can get away with having du and Sie manipulating the same parameter as long as they 

assign clashing values to it. For example, if † is the set {-1, 1}, then Sie will update the expressive context 

with †' = {1}, while du will update it with †' = {-1}. Alternately, if † is a gradable parameter just like the 

interval I, and if du and Sie specify subintervals contained in [-1, 0] and [0, 1], respectively, their mutual 

incompatibility can be reduced to the constraint on updating stated in (6). Neither is contained within the 

other, and therefore they cannot combine. This is the approach I favor, since I believe gradability is 

necessary to account for the pragmatic effects of tú/vos alternation in Spanish. 

Within German itself, however, there is another problem with using Expressive Consistency to rule 

out combinations of du and Sie in the same conversation: namely, that du and Sie sometimes do apply to the 

same speaker-interlocutor pair. As is the case with Spanish, German pragmatics rule that in situations 

where there is a marked hierarchical difference between individuals, such as between an adult and a child, 

the social superior uses the informal second-person pronoun, while the social inferior must use the formal 

one. Thus, no matter what we assume about the expressive indices at play, we must weaken Expressive 

Consistency to apply to any ordered a, b pair.  

 
(14) Expressive consistency (revised): There can be at most one index 〈a Q b〉  for any 

ordered pair (a, b), where Q is any type of expressive index. 
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That is, as long as both a and b are persons capable of expressing attitudes, they are capable of 

differing in their attitudes, and therefore 〈a Q b〉 is not necessarily equivalent to 〈b Q a〉. A hierarchical 

situation can then be defined as a situation in which 〈a † b〉 and 〈b † a〉 are on opposite sides of zero. 

Different cultures—and different generations within the same culture—can be expected to differ with 

respect to the situations they perceive as hierarchical; nevertheless, if they choose to mark grammatical 

formality at all, this analysis predicts that whatever situations are perceived as hierarchical will pattern 

alike in placing 〈a † b〉 and 〈b † a〉 in opposition.  

4 Extending the approach to Chilean Spanish  
 
Now let's extend this system to the case of Chilean Spanish. Because we are dealing with a three-

way distinction, we cannot rely on a single binary parameter as our expressive index. Our options are as 

follows: 1) use two binary indices, † and ℓ; 2) use one gradable index †; or 3) use two or more gradable 

indices.  

The last option is too powerful to be desirable unless the first two are shown to be untenable. I have 

already stated my reason for preferring the use of a gradable index as in 2), but again, in brief, it is that 

rising and falling proportions of vos to tú correlate with a rising and falling feeling of familiarity between 

the individuals concerned. The next section will explore the possibilities and challenges of option 3). For 

now, let me pursue the second option, beginning with the pragmatic facts of hierarchical situations. 

4.1 In situations of social hierarchy 

In hierarchical situations, the social inferior is required to use the formal pronoun usted, while the 

social superior uses either of the two informal pronouns tú or vos. If the expressive index in question is the 

formal index †, then it follows from the discussion above that the informal pronouns would update the 

expressive context with expressive intervals somewhere inside [-1, 0], and the formal pronoun, an interval 

within [0, 1]. All three pronouns will contain the second person singular as an argument, but they will differ 

as to the expressive morpheme that operates on that argument. My proposal for usted is as follows: 
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(15) a.  ⟦usted⟧ = ⟦FORMAL⟧ (⟦you⟧),    where ⟦FORMAL⟧ ∈D〈e, ε〉 and ⟦you⟧ ∈D〈e〉  

 b. ⟦FORMAL(b) ⟧C = c', where 

  i. b = ⟦you⟧C  
  ii. 〈a †' b〉 ∈ c'ε  
  iii. † is contained in the interval [0, 1] 

 
In a hierarchical situation between inferior individual a and superior individual b, it is the job of a 

to maintain the expressive index of 〈a † b〉 in a position above zero. Exactly how far above zero will depend 

on situational nuances that are beyond the power of pronouns alone to express. However, other 

expressives, or perhaps even extra-linguistic devices, may also operate on 〈a † b〉. As for the social superior 

b, he or she may use informal pronouns to place the index of 〈b † a〉 somewhere below zero, thus expressing 

dominance, or he or she may use usted to place it above zero while still maintaining access to other 

expressives that can help keep it on the lower end of [0, 1] if desired.  

4.2 In situations of social symmetry 
 
Now let us turn to the specifics of the informal pronouns. Tú and vos should both place † 

somewhere within the interval [-1, 0], as they contrast with usted in both hierarchical and symmetrical 

situations. Yet the two are obviously different: where should this difference be written into their 

denotations? Since vos is more informal than tú, it might be tempting to constrain its expressive updates to 

a lower interval than those of tú, say [-1, -.2] for vos versus [-.8, 0] for tú. But remember that they must be 

compatible for as long as a conversation can last: potentially infinitely long. That is, whatever interval tú 

and vos add to the context, it must always be contained within the previously established interval, no 

matter how many previous updates have been made. Placing their intervals at different levels, even if they 

overlap initially, risks a situation in which the intervals have become so narrow that they no longer overlap 

and tú and vos become as incompatible with one another as they are with usted.  

 
(16) pathological context in which tú and vos become incompatible 
 

 -1  -.8  -.5   -.2  0 
tú   [       ] 
tú     [     ] 
tú       [           ]  
tú         [    ]  

*vos        *[       ]   
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This is where the loophole I mentioned comes in handy. Recall that Potts made no specifications as 

to how exactly the narrowing of intervals should proceed, whether from one direction or the other. But this 

choice can make a huge difference. For instance, updating only the left side of the interval will produce an 

expressive index whose mean is successively closer and closer to zero (that is,  increasingly formal), while 

updating from the right will have the opposite effect (increasingly casual). 

 
(17) A left-hand updating morpheme moves the midpoint | closer to 0. 
 

-1  -.8  -.5   -.2  0 
 [    |    ] 
   [   |   ] 
     [  |         ] 
       [ | ] 

 
Thus, a left-hand updater will have the effect of increasing overall formality, a right-hand-updater 

will have the effect of decreasing overall formality, and the strength of these effects will be in direct 

proportion to how many updates of each kind are performed. This is exactly the effect of the tú/vos 

alternation. I propose a denotation of tú that contains a left-hand updater and of vos that contains a right-

hand updater: 

 
(18) a.  ⟦tú⟧ = ⟦INFORMAL⟧ ( ⟦you⟧),         where ⟦INFORMAL⟧ ∈D〈e, ε〉 and ⟦you⟧ ∈D〈e〉  

 b. ⟦INFORMAL(b) ⟧ C = c', where 

  i.  b = ⟦you⟧C ; 
  ii.  〈a † b〉 ∈ c'ε  ; 
  iii. † is contained in the interval [-1, 0]; and 
  iv. if 〈a † b〉 ∈ cε  and 〈a †' b〉 ∈ c'ε , then the lower bound of † is less than the 
   lower bound of †', but their upper bounds are equal 
 

(19) a.  ⟦vos⟧ = ⟦SUPERINFORMAL⟧ (⟦you⟧),       where ⟦SUPERINFORMAL⟧ ∈D〈e, ε〉 and ⟦you⟧ ∈D〈e〉  

 b. ⟦SUPERINFORMAL(b)⟧C = c', where 

  i.  b = ⟦you⟧C ; 
  ii.  〈a † b〉 ∈ c'ε  ; 
  iii. † is contained in the interval [-1, 0]; and 
  iv. if 〈a † b〉 ∈ cε  and 〈a †' b〉 ∈ c'ε , then the upper bound of † is greater than  
   the upper bound of †', but their lower bounds are equal 
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A conversation composed entirely of tú will tend toward neutrality, as illustrated in (21a), one 

composed entirely of vos will tend towards extreme informality, as in (21b), and one composed of a 

mixture of the two may look something like (21c), in which the tendency depends on which of the two 

pronouns is in greater abundance at any given moment. 

 
(20) a. A conversation which only uses tú 
 

 -1  -.8  -.5   -.2  0 
tú  [    |    ] 
tú    [   |   ] 
tú      [  |         ] 
tú        [ | ] 

 b. A conversation which only uses vos 
 

 -1  -.8  -.5   -.2  0 
vos [    |    ]  
vos [   |   ]    
vos [  |  ]             
vos [ | ]        

 c. A mixed conversation 
 

 -1  -.8  -.5   -.2  0 
tú  [    |    ] 

vos  [   |   ]   
vos  [  |  ]            
tú    [ | ]     

 
 
Lastly, I would like to point out that this system begins to explain how vos can be used to purposely 

offend a stranger or distant acquaintance. In these relationships, a positive expressive index is the norm, 

and vos is thus ruled out by the constraint on updates. If, however, vos is intentionally introduced, the 

interlocutor is faced with two interpretative options: 1) the speaker wishes to redefine the relationship as 

highly intimate, 2) the speaker wishes to redefine the relationship as hierarchical—with the interlocutor as 

social inferior. Since 1) is extremely improbable in a situation where the speaker has already expressed a 

certain degree of anger, the interlocutor is forced into interpretation 2) and is appropriately offended.  

 
4.3 Predictions 
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The modifications I have made to Pott's system make a few predictions that are worth checking up 

on. I will mention the three that I am aware of. First of all, the denotations for tú and vos predict that they 

should alternate not only within socially symmetrical relationships, but also in the speech of social 

superiors towards their inferiors to express varying degrees of dominance. This is not commented in on 

any of the literature I am aware of. It may be that in hierarchical situations the socioeconomic meaning 

associated with tú and vos overrides their expressive meaning, in which case a principled explanation is 

needed for why this does not also happen in egalitarian situations. 

Secondly, the device of left- and right-hand updating for informal pronouns predicts the existence 

of languages in which the same option is available to formal pronouns. That is, we predict a language in 

which two formal pronouns alternate to produce rising and falling levels of deference.  

The third prediction, and possibly most problematic, is that longer conversations should give rise to 

successively narrower expressive indices, resulting in an increasingly stronger expressive effect. This is 

easier to understand in the case of fucking and damn than it is in the case of second-person pronouns. 

Nevertheless, I'll take a stab at explaining what this might mean for pronouns (or any form of address with 

an expressive component): the narrowing of expressive indices gives rise to a clearer sense of where 

speaker and interlocutor stand in relationship to one another. In some situations this clarity is superfluous 

because it is provided already by other factors in the context, such as when a member of the upper class 

hires a new maid, or when two workers hired under the same job description meet for the first time. In 

other situations, however, only prolonged contact between two individuals can lead to the same level of 

clarity. Note that this explanation carries with it the assumption that expressive indices can carry over from 

previous conversations.  

5 A different option 
  
 In this paper I have approached register as a gradient phenomenon, based mainly on Chilean 

Spanish's tú/vos alternation. If the predictions generated by this approach fail to pan out, however, it might 

be worth looking into the option of two separate non-gradable indices (option 3 in the introduction to 

section 4). The most likely candidates are Potts' original formal and familiar indices † and ℓ. When applied 

to a three-pronoun system like Chilean Spanish, this opens up onto a myriad of further possibilities. Should 

these indices be unary or binary? Should each pronoun modify both indices, or should some be 

underspecified? When a given index is left unspecified, what is the default interpretation? 

 Instead of going through each option individually, let me just lay out my reasons for finding some 

approaches more promising than others and present a major hurdle that faces them all. Then I will 

conclude with a summary of the goals I have for any future work I may do on this problem, should I chose 
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to pursue it further.  

5.1 Potential options 
 
 Beginning with the question of whether the indices † and ℓ should be approached as unary or 

binary parameters, I am in favor of the latter. The reason is that a unary system would be forced to leave 

one pronoun unspecified, most likely tú. While this would allow for tú/vos alternation, it would leave us 

with no obvious way to rule out unattested tú/usted alteration.  

 If † and ℓ are to be binary, the next question is whether all three pronouns should be fully specified 

with respect to both. Here we are in luck, as there are certain syntactic facts that can guide our choices. One 

thing that I didn't tell you at the beginning is that not only can tú and vos combine in conversation, but they 

can also combine in agreement. More specifically, the pronoun tú can appear with a verb inflected with a 

vos suffix, though the reverse is impossible, as illustrated below. 

 
(21) "You eat." 

 a. Tú comes. c. Vos  comís. 
  TU eat-2psTU  VOS eat-2psVOS 

 b. Tú comís. d. *Vos  comes. 
  TU eat-2psVOS  VOS eat-2psTU 

 
 This suggests that the syntactic features of vos are a subset of the features of tú. Since a transparent 

mapping between syntax and semantics is always preferable to an opaque one, it seems to me that the most 

fruitful line of pursuit is to assume that these syntactic features are directly interpreted by the semantics as 

the morphemes [[FORMAL]], operating on the formality index †, and [[FAMILIAR]], operating on the 

familiarity index ℓ. The specification of these features as + or - in the syntax will then be interpreted by the 

semantics as a positive or negative setting, respectively, of these binary indices. Below are two options that 

meet the syntactic criteria and are intuitively natural. Even though the translation between syntax and 

semantics here is trivial, I will continue to write syntactic features in lower case and their semantic 

interpretation in small caps to avoid confusion.  

 
(22) a. vos: [+ familiar] tú: [+familiar, +formal] 
 b. vos: [- formal]  tú: [-familiar, -formal] 

5.2 A nasty hurdle  

Any attempt at a direct translation between syntax and semantics here must overcome the following 

problem: the combination of tú and a verb inflected for vos as in (22b) does not have the same pragmatic 
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meaning as the normally inflected case of tú, but is equivalent instead to the normal case of vos. Torejón 

(1991) describes this hybrid as the upper class version of normal vos use, calling it "verbal vos" because it is 

the verbal ending that signals its true pragmatic identity.  

 This state of affairs is puzzling because it suggests that it is the inflection, rather than the pronoun, 

that carries the expressive meaning. While it is possible that expressive meaning is different from 

descriptive meaning in this way, it would certainly be surprising given our current approach to agreement. 

The standard approach in Distributed Morphology assumes that inflections are the spell-out of 

uninterpretable features—mere formal objects used by the syntax to do the important work of valuing the 

interpretable features of subjects, objects, or whatever element happens to trigger the agreement. While 

interpretable features are seen by the semantics, uninterpretable features are not. 

 At the moment, I can see no way over this hurdle short of positing two homophonous versions of tú: 

one, used by the upper class, with the same expressive meaning as vos, and another, used by both upper 

and lower classes, which is slightly less formal. Needless to say, this is very, very unsatisfying. Not to 

mention stupid. Until I learn more about the semantics of agreement, I am at an impasse, so I will conclude 

with a few remarks on what a worthwhile solution might look like. 

 

6 Goals for future work 

 The major advantage that this second approach offers in comparison to the one laid out in the body 

of this paper is the opportunity for a direct mapping between the syntax and the semantics of these 

pronouns. If such a solution is to be had, we must answer the question of how tú can receive a vos 

interpretation when it appears with vos agreement, while at the same time, usted can appear consistently 

with third-person agreement without receiving a third-person interpretation. In short, we must articulate 

the difference between semantically relevant and semantically irrelevant agreement.  

 Regardless of the ultimate success or failure of this second approach, answering this question is a 

necessary step towards understanding the syntax of vos, tú, and usted, as well as task of some theoretical 

importance. My immediate goal, therefore, is to look into this question, in addition to verifying the 

predictions made by my initial approach to this very interesting puzzle. 
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